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 Memoirs of a Vocal Coach Published In New Book 

JOETT, an ASCAP singer-songwriter; columnist and celebrated vocal coach from Tanzania, 

releases 101 Letters from a Vocal Coach via Canadian bookstore platform Lulu. Primarily 

created to chronicle the life and vocational challenges of a vocal coach, this fascinating book 

began life as a column in Tanzania’s Business Times Newspaper, and quickly grew into a must-

have resource for information for singers; as it cataloged real-life scenarios that provided 

credible content offering solutions emanating from a real voice studio. 

As it did in the newspaper column, this book offers links to audio and video content documented 

inside the studio. In essence, you get a three dimensional view of the workings of a voice studio; 

its pupils; and case studies that backup the steps taken to solve issues relating to voice training: 

steps that also serve as eye-opener for anyone that wants to study voice in a more informal 

manner, oftentimes on a shoe-string-budget from the comfort of their own home.  

Also included with this unique book are your very own vocal exercises audio files for home-

learning, aptly entitled Joett Vocal Drills Vol. 1-7. 

The purpose of these memoirs, therefore, is to give readers an insider’s view and knowledge-

base into the study of voice through the journey of others, with helpful tips and articles for 

singers being the intrinsic value and thrust of this publication. 

A couple of weeks prior to the release of his memoirs 101 Letters from a Vocal Coach, Joett 

released an acoustic pop EP titled Twisted, containing an eclectic mix of his acoustic recordings 

from 2010 to 2017. Distributed by London-based Africori, Twisted is now available on all major 

download/stream platforms: iTunes, Apple Music, Deezer, Google Play, Amazon, Akazoo and 

Spotify.  

Contact Information: 

Joett Music Publishing 

WhatsApp/Viber +255 787 364 045 

Email: joettmusic@gmail.com 

Blog: www.joettmusic.com   

Lulu Bookstore Link: https://goo.gl/d8DN4q  

Download/Stream Twisted EP: http://smarturl.it/JoettTwisted    
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